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 An Interesting Implant Experience  
  
Very interesting email, Jack, thanks.  My answers/comments are in caps:  
 
 
> Dear Don,  
>  
> I just finished reading The Life Etheric With Carol Croft.  
> I really liked it. I want to actually comment on the book in another  
> email, because there were just a few questions that came to mind.  
>  
> But I actually wanted to write some zapper feedback, or really just ask  
> some questions about using it.  
>  
> background.  
> My parents have been on board with orgonite since I first found out  
> about it. In april when I first discovered EW, there were a few band  
> concerts of my brothers, and (The Adventures of D & C was like a  
> book I couldn't put down) going from Lawrence to Topeka and back I read  
> aloud some passages of The Adventures to my mom. Then a couple weeks  
> later I gave my parents some of my very first orgonite.  Fast forward,  
> they helped me out, bought me resin any time I asked, and have even  
> gone gifting with me a few times. Yesterday, when they transplanted an  
> Elm tree and a clumping bamboo into the ground, they put a towerbuster  
> (quartz and lapis) at the bottom of each hole at my request. The first  
> time we did this was a few weeks ago, with a normal tb and a lapis tb  
> below a fruit tree.  
 
IT'S GREAT TO EXPERIMENT WITH ORGONITE THIS WAY, ESPECIALLY IF THERE ARE 
'CONTROL' PLANTS NEARBY (NO ORGONITE UNDER OR NEAR THEM). I THINK YOU'LL 
GET SOME NICE SURPRISES IN THE SPRING OR SOONER.  
 
>  
> So I ordered the Life Etheric  
> on Sept 17, I received it on Oct 17, and just tore into it. I read a  
> third of it in the first couple of days. Then on Fri Oct 19, we were  
> driving to Topeka. (I moved home to Garden City). I read for a couple  
> hours, and then rested. An hour later, my Mom got so sick that we had  
> to stop the car every 20 minutes. At that point I resolved to buy a  
> zapper as soon as we got home. the book convinced me to get a zapper.  
>  
> so then I received it last friday. I used it immediately, and then my mom  
> did too.  
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>  
> The  
> first night I wore it while sleeping, I was wearing it in my dream. (it  
> had an extra switch!?) the next night while I was sleeping with it I  
> had a long, or several short dreams that took place in the Huajatolla,  
> the Breasts of the Earth, the Spanish Peaks where I had my first  
> encounter with elementals during my first big gifting trip at the  
> beginning of the summer. So that was really cool.  
 
MANY OF US WORK IN OUR SLEEP--MANY WORK TOGETHER, IN FACT.  
>  
> So, I refer to  
> the last paragraph of page 355, you said that you could use a zapper  
> instead of getting magnets to disable one's implants. I didn't want to  
> wait, so I proceded to use the zapper.  
 
RIGHT--IT'S MAINLY THE MAGNET THAT DOES IT.  
>  
> Back maybe in March or  
> earlier, before I ever heard of orgonite, I had found a lump under my  
> skin, below my arm on my torso just around the side from my pectoral  
> muscle. I found that I could move the skin around it. I showed it to my  
> mom back then, and joked/was serious, called it a "ringworm". Then I  
> made myself forget about it, but it always itched.  
>  
> When I got  
> to that page in the book, I thought that maybe it was not a worm, but  
> an implant. [After the first couple days of zapping, it got smaller,  
> the fat deposits around it went away and it became much more distinct.]  
>  
> So  
> I turned the zapper upside down, so that the bottom electrode w/ the  
> magnet was on the spot with the "implant". I stuck it on. I hurt,  
> really hurt for about five minutes. I figured that this was a good  
> thing. After 5 minutes, I laughed, and it didn't hurt as much anymore,  
> it mainly tickled. I could FEEL an electrical arc going from the  
> electrode to something metal under my skin. I know what electricity  
> feels like, and for sure I could feel the arc between the zappper and  
> the item. I waited the time, 22 min. At times it really hurt, but I  
> felt like I had to do it. At the end of the time, I pulled it off. The  
> top electrode was blackened with deposits from toxins. The bottom  
> electrode was not so much. Under my arm, where the bottom (magnet)  
> electrode was, there are two spots that size that are black and blue  
> like a bruise. Where the top electrode moved around, There were a few  
> burns. Let me emphasize, during the operation, there was no pain at all  
> where I was burned, it was only where the bottom was was over the  
> implant. It is still colored now many hours away. The bulge/implant is  
> still under there, but I am sure that it is neutralized now, thanks to  
> you. So here is my interpretation: it must be that it did have toxins  
> in it, and for some reason, they were not excreted thru the skin where  
> the bottom electrode contacted, they went down to the top electrode. I  
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> took pictures of it to document things.  
 
WHEN TEH ELECTRODE NEAR THE SWITCH GETS COVERED WITH TOXIC MATERIAL 
FROM TEH BLOOD YOU CAN ASSUME THAT THEY'RE ALKALOIDS (INTRODUCED, LOW 
pH POISONS, LIKE SNAKE VENOM IS). ACIDIC TOXINS, WHICH PARASITES ALL PRODUCE 
AND WHICH ALL PHARMACEUTICALS ARE, COLLECT ON THE OTHER  DISC, AS YOU 
SAY.  
 
>  
> I just looked at the  
> instructions again. I feel like an idiot. The first paragraph says "if  
> it stings or itches to move it immediately." But it didn't sting or  
> itch on the bottom where I burned, only on the top (bottom electrode)  
> were the implant is. But that didn't burn at all, it just hurt and made  
> 2 blue bruises.  
 
TWO TIMES I USED A ZAPPER EVEN WHEN IT WAS BURNING HOLES IN MY SKIN:  AFTER 
THE TIME I GOT HELD DOWN AND INJECTED WITH POISON (RADIOACTIVE?) IN THE 
NIGHT BY FEDS (ALONG WITH FIVE OTHER GIFTERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY ONE NIGHT 
IN THE EARLY DAYS) AND AFTER A RATTLESNAKE BIT ME.  I THINK YOU DID THE 
SMART THING.  
>  
> Anyway, I am very happy with it, and we have  
> been passing it around, but I want to order more for us and other  
> family, hopefully soon.  
>  
> In my defense I will say that before  
> this incident, I had worn the zapper for long periods, and never had  
> any discomfort at all. In fact, if felt "good", and I never had any  
> stinging.  
>  
> When I did this today, I figured that it was  
> disabling the implant and the stinging/pain/itching was a good thing.  
> The real pain only lasted 5 min. I figured the rest of the time period  
> was important to finish.  
>  
> But it sure was funny, feeling the implant arc to the zapper thru the  
> skin.  
 
ULTIMATELY, THESE EXPERIENCES ARE GOOD CONFIRMATIONS RATHER THAN 
THREATS.  I'VE NEVER HEARD OF ANYONE BEING HARMED OR PARTICULARLY 
CONTROLLED BY IMPLANTS, EVEN THE OLD SURGICALLY IMPLANTED ONES, THOUGH 
APPARENTLY A FEW OF THOSE WERE RIGGED TO EXPLODE IF TAMPERED WITH, AS BY 

A SURGEON   
 
>  
> I did like you said and drank lots of water.  
>  
> Questions:  
> Is there a way to clean the electrodes? How?  
> Is  
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> it safe to use on pets? My parent's dog has a testicle that has not  
> descended yet, and my mom was hoping it could help, as they want to  
> show and breed the dog. Should I just blast away w/ the succor punch  
> instead? Now that the (possible) implant has been disabled, can I have  
> it cut out? Who can I have do this? Surely not some quack doctor. Is it  
> worth calling one of those researchers that removes "alien" implants,  
> or are they all shills?  
 
I DON'T KNOW IF IT WILL HELP YOUR DOG BUT LET ME KNOW IF IT DOES, OKAY?  I'M 
PRETTY SURE IT WILL CURE WHATEVER ELSE MIGHT BE WRONG WITH HIM, AT LEAST.  
 
THE CIA FLOODS ALL PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENTS WITH MOLES, MKIDS, NEWAGERS, 
AD NAUSEUM.  IF YOU WANT TO SEE WHO IS LEGIT, LOOK AT THE ONES WHO GET 
MURDERED OR SUFFER A LOT OF SETBACKS, THOUGH LATELY THE WORLD ODOR 
CREATES THESE SITUATIONS FOR SOME OF THEIR DISINFO ASSETS IN ORDER TO GIVE 
THEM SOME FAKE CREDIBILITY.   ANY TRUSTWORTHY DOC WILL BE HAPPY TO 
REMOVE THAT FOR YOU, I THINK.  IF YOU GO TO MEXICO MUCH, WHY NOT DO IT 
THERE?  THE DOCS IN MEXICO ARE MORE COMPETENT THAN HERE AND A LOT LESS 
ADDICTED TO THE DRUG CARTEL.  
 
>  
> I am willing to be wrong with some or all of this!  
>  
> Sorry if my letter sounds idiotic or pie-in-the-sky. I know that you must  
> get a ton of crazy email.  
>  
> And  
> sorry that I didn't read the instructions again before this  
> "operation". Maybe I would have stopped and bought magnets had I  
> realized.  
 
NONE OF THIS SEEMS CRAZY OR FLAKY TO ME. IT'S ALL PRETTY DOWN TO EARTH, 
ACTUALLY--WHEN ONE TAKES A GENUINE STAND AGAINST THE WORLD ODOR ONE 

GETS TREATED TO LOTS AND LOTS OF ODD EXPERIENCES, AFTER ALL    
 
>  
> But thanks for the book, and for the zapper!  
 
I'M GLAD YOU'RE ENJOYING THEM AND YOU'RE WELCOME!  
>  
> yours truly,  
> -Jack 
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